### Kennedy Elementary Uniform Policy 2022-2023

**DRESS CODE WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED**

| Tops: White Polo, Yellow/Gold Polo, Navy/Light Blue Polo |
|---|---|---|---|

| Bottoms: Navy Blue, Khaki |
|---|---|---|

**Approved: Sweater or Cardigan**
- A Blank/Plain Gray, Light/Navy Blue, Yellow/Gold, Black, White Crew Neck Sweatshirt over the uniform.
- Light/Navy Blue, Yellow/Gold, Black, White, Gray Cardigan sweaters are also acceptable to wear.
- Light/Navy Blue, Yellow/Gold, Black, White, and Gray long sleeve shirt under the polo can be worn.

**NO HOODIES ALLOWED**

Kennedy will sale spirit shirts currently available in the Main Office until they sell out. Order Forms will be available for New designed shirts.

**Fridays ONLY**
Any Kennedy “Spirit Shirt” or College/University Shirt with Jeans.

Student dress code is about **safety first**. We can easily identify our students whether on campus, on a field trip, or at an event. Student dress code is about **equal opportunity, pride, and focus**. Our scholars don’t have to stress about their clothing choices. They can be proud Eagles and turn their attention to what really matters, their academics.

- If students are not in uniform, they will need to make an adjustment and parents will be contacted.
- If a student does not have a proper shirt, we will require the student to wear a Property of Kennedy loaner shirt and they will need to return it the next school day.

**Open toe shoes, flip flops, crocs, sandals, and heels will NOT be allowed.**